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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

This paper is an assessment of cybersecurity principles within
the nuclear arsenal of the United States, specifically the
nuclear-armed intercontinental ballistic missile forces. Ongoing
modernizations will introduce new components, and potentially new vulnerabilities, into U.S. nuclear forces. The principles for achieving secure operations from the fields of
computer security, dependable computing, and systems analysis, and the extent to which they are addressed within the
management of U.S. nuclear intercontinental ballistic missiles
is discussed. This paper then considers the types of vulnerabilities that may be overlooked during modernizations, followed
by a critique of U.S. nuclear command and control policy
choices that could make the consequences of these vulnerabilities more catastrophic.
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Introduction

As cyberthreats to critical infrastructure have grown, many researchers
inside and outside of the government have raised questions about the
cybersecurity of nuclear weapon arsenals. In 2010, U.S. President Obama
ordered a cyber vulnerability assessment of U.S. land-based nuclear missiles. The conclusions of that investigation, code-named “Red Domino,”
remain classified.1 A 2013 report by the U.S. Defense Science Board (DSB)
revealed that a full cyber inspection of the U.S. nuclear arsenal, beyond the
land-based nuclear missiles, had yet to take place.2 In 2017, another report
from the DSB called for “immediate establishment of a program … to support cyber certification of U.S. nuclear forces and NC3 … including supply
chain, insider threats, and physical sabotage or attack in addition to remote
cyber attacks … ”3 In 2018, a report from the U.S. Government
Accountability Office (GAO) on the cybersecurity of new weapon systems
stated that “Using relatively simple tools and techniques, testers were able
to take control of systems and largely operate undetected, due in part to
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basic issues such as poor password management and unencrypted
communications.”4 While the report did not name specific weapon systems
or describe faults in detail, its authors confirmed that the study included
nuclear weapon systems.5 Concerns about the cybersecurity of nuclear
weapons have been raised by researchers outside of the government, who
sound the alarm that, if left unaddressed, the systems were vulnerable to an
accidental launch of nuclear weapons, the unauthorized launch of nuclear
weapons, or inadvertent nuclear war.6
This uncertainty comes at a time when many of the states that possess
nuclear weapons, including the United States, are modernizing their
nuclear arsenals. These planned modernizations include updating existing
or developing new nuclear weapons, nuclear weapons delivery vehicles, or
command and control networks.7 Modernizations in the Russian arsenal
included the development of new nuclear missiles in response to U.S. missile defense systems.8 The Chinese modernizations have increased the quality and quantity of its ballistic missile force.9 In the 2018 “Nuclear Posture
Review” written during President Trump’s administration, the United
States casts its modernization plans as a response to the deployment of
“new” nuclear systems in other countries.10 However, the United States has
expanded the capabilities of its existing nuclear forces without deploying
new weapon systems.11
The vulnerability of all weapon systems, including those that deliver
nuclear bombs, is an anticipated and arguably unavoidable consequence of
the rapid increase in computing capacity and its deployment into every
aspect of society since the middle of the 20th century, including advanced
military operations. But as computers become ubiquitous in the military
environment, so too does the cyber threat. If the modernization of nuclear
weapons follows a similar trajectory as other developments in weapon system technology,12 modernization of the world’s deadliest weapons will
increase their vulnerability.
In the computer science literature, fundamental principles for creating
secure computer systems exist. This paper attempts to assess the extent to
which modernization of the U.S. nuclear arsenal follow these principles
within its land-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) system, and
which principles are prioritized over others. Based on these priorities, certain types of cyber vulnerabilities may be overlooked within the U.S.
nuclear arsenal. Mitigating the threats from these vulnerabilities will require
changes in U.S. nuclear weapons policy.
To discuss potential faults in the U.S. ICBM fleet, this paper uses the terminology from dependable computing to identify potential issues within
the system. This paper advocates for a focus on dependable computing in
addition to more traditional security measures to improve cybersecurity
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within the U.S. ICBM force. Because of the potential for catastrophic consequences due to accidents within the nuclear arsenal, considering many
different types of failures, not just those caused by malicious actors, is
important. For this reason, insisting on the dependable and secure function
of these systems is critical.
Identifying specific flaws, such as vulnerabilities in operating systems, is
an important goal, but it is impractical for those without access to classified
information. These specific faults are also properties of the system at a particular instance; if easily fixed, a specific fault may no longer threaten the
security of a system. Identifying priorities, however, may be more instructive, potentially indicating where future oversight should be placed.
Furthermore, the identification of systemic failures within the organization
may be more useful in the prevention of catastrophic accidents, although
certainly not a way to prevent them altogether.13

Importance of cybersecurity during modernization of the U.S.
nuclear arsenal

Over the next 10 years, the United States plans to spend $263.8 billion on
modernizing its nuclear arsenal, which includes developing new delivery
systems, investing in stockpile management, and upgrading nuclear command and control infrastructure.14 These estimates include plans to completely replace the currently deployed Minuteman ICBM system with a
newly designed Ground-Based Strategic Deterrent.15
The design phase is the best time to incorporate cybersecurity principles.
Like many other intensive engineering products, software and hardware go
through phases of design, development, and testing before they are
released. Implementing these principles after the design stage, such as during testing or after deployment, is not economical.
In a study released in 2012, the Software Engineering Institute, which is
funded by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), performed a literature
survey to develop best practices for creating software-reliant, safety-critical
systems, such as aerospace vehicles.16 The survey found that most of the
errors in these systems were introduced during the design phase, but these
design errors were not discovered until later phases of testing.
Furthermore, the cost of correcting an error increased the longer the error
remained undiscovered. The cost of fixing errors after the design was also
identified in a recent report from the U.S. GAO on weapon system cybersecurity: “Bolting on cybersecurity late in the development cycle or after a
system has been deployed is more difficult and costly than designing it in
from the beginning.”17
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In addition to being more costly, completely fixing certain errors is
impossible for some operational products. The Specter hardware trojan
demonstrates the challenges of fixing a design flaw after the product has
been distributed and used widely. The Specter trojan, first identified in
January 2018, is a class of vulnerabilities that exploits the way microprocessors, such as those used in almost all modern computers and smartphones,
execute commands on various devices.18 Intel, ARM and other microprocessor manufacturers struggled to release fixes because these chips were
embedded in many different hardware products—from Apple laptops to
Amazon servers. Many different software patches needed to be developed;
however, none completely fixed the problem. An entire hardware replacement was not possible, because, at the time, all chips being sold in the
market were vulnerable.19 New methods of attack using the Specter vulnerability continued to be identified a year after its initial discovery.20
With these in mind, it is of utmost importance that the U.S. DoD
focuses on cybersecurity during the modernization process. Failure to do so
will not only increase costs but could lead to the deployment of nuclear
weapon systems whose vulnerabilities cannot be remediated.
Dependable and secure systems analysis

Many different approaches to cybersecurity can be found in the technical
literature. This section briefly summarizes work in the fields of computer
security, dependable computing, and systems theory. These three fields
have contributed to different types of cybersecurity analyses. Because this
section provides a general overview, non-nuclear examples are given. A
summary of this section can be found in Figure 1.
Computer security

Computer security is defined as the protection of assets (for example, hardware, software or data) from threats, usually caused by attackers. To
accomplish this, organizations develop a comprehensive security policy that
addresses three main objectives: confidentiality, integrity, and availability.21




Confidentiality refers to the protection of system data and users, including prevention of the unauthorized disclosure of data. If an electronic
banking system were to disclose account numbers and balances to people other than account owners and authorized bank employees, it would
no longer be confidential.
Integrity comprises the prevention of changes to the system and its data
as a result of unauthorized or inadvertent action. People use electronic
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Figure 1. A schematic of the selected approaches to cybersecurity. This diagram highlights the
distinctions between fields; however, these distinctions are not absolute.



banking services because the numbers they can view online reflect the
balances in their accounts. The integrity of this system would degrade if
these numbers could be changed by hackers or random system
malfunctions.
Availability is the property of a system that offers prompt service to
authorized users. A system that lacks availability will experience intermittent outages in service, such as an electronic banking system that is
only available during the business hours of its main branch location.

In addition to the three principles mentioned above, occasionally authenticity (users are legitimate, trusted) and accountability (users’ actions can
be traced through a system) are also included within security discussions.22
The field of computer security also suggests best practices for managing
cybersecurity risk. Organizations should assign responsibilities to its members for upholding and enforcing aspects of the security policy. Risks are
managed by continuously implementing security goals and policies for a
particular system, assessing the extent to which the policies accomplish the
goals, and improving upon either the policies or goals.23 Within organizations, different levels of authentication may be necessary. As a result, computers must be able to isolate permitted actions for each privilege level.24
Another important aspect of cybersecurity is the classification of means
and methods attackers use to compromise a system. Understanding the
range of potential threats to a system is important for the successful implementation of a security policy. Examples of potential threats include insider
or outsider attacks, information theft or data corruption. A full list of all
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possible threats and vulnerabilities in the field of computer security is
beyond the scope of this article,25 but some discussion of potential attacks
will be addressed in later sections.
Dependable and secure computing

Dependable and secure computing recognizes that computing systems are
subject to faults beyond those carried out by malevolent actors and that
certain predictable faults can be managed. Within dependability, the consequences of errors on the part of users of the system, including from incompetence or accidents, are also relevant.26 To achieve dependability and
security, three objectives must be considered, in addition to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability:






Reliability is the ability of a system to offer the correct function.
Systems that are not reliable will struggle to perform the intended service some of the time, such as an electronic banking system that occasionally transfers an incorrect amount of money.
Safety refers to a system whose operation, intended or otherwise, does
not cause harm. Unintended actions are also considered when assessing
safety. If a user incorrectly electronically transfers money to a different
account, this should not cause irreparable harm to the user. A system
that fails in a manner that does not cause harm is considered fail-safe.
Maintainability describes a system that can be repaired or updated.
Systems that can only be updated during certain periods or under certain circumstances have poor maintainability. An electronic banking
system would have poor maintainability if it could only be updated
once per year when certain IT professionals are available.

In addition to recognizing similar attributes as the security field, dependable computing also prioritizes a taxonomy and description of possible
faults. Within dependable computing texts, there is less of a focus on prescribing a policy than in security textbooks and a larger focus on the design
process.27 To achieve dependability, a system must have some ability to
avoid, eliminate, tolerate, and forecast faults at various stages of development, testing, and fielding.28
Systems analysis

Systems theory, which is also important to the cybersecurity debate, is a
way to analyze the performance of complex, highly technical systems.
Originally conceived as a response to what its founders had identified as
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shortcomings in the normal accident and high-reliability organization theories,29 systems theory reframes safety or reliable operation of highly
technical equipment as an emergent property of the system and its operating environment. The context within which the system will operate
defines its safety requirements, which designers should be informed of
when developing the system and specifying its functionality. This framing
is useful when discussing accidents that occur when no one component is
as fault.
The canonical example of this type of system failure is the loss of the
Mars Polar Lander, whose problems could be traced back to improper
communication of specifications.30 In December 1999, the Lander crashed
into the surface of Mars because the landing software mistook turbulence
from the Martian atmosphere as confirmation that the Lander had reached
the planet’s surface. The software, performing according to its specifications, turned off the engines slowing the Lander’s descent.31 From a systems theory point of view, the software, which was accurately executing the
code, has not failed. Instead, the process that engineered the system was at
fault: the system did not properly communicate the requirements under
which the software was expected to operate.
Systems theory can also be applied to cybersecurity problems. As the
above example demonstrates, computers are often components in these
complex systems. “The goal [of systems theory applied to computer systems],” according to a 2014 article in the Communications of the ACM, “is
to ensure the critical functions and ultimately the services that the network
and systems provide are maintained in the face of disruptions.” Its authors
advocate focusing on “top-down,” “high-level strategies” instead of attempting to anticipate every vulnerability.32 This form of analysis has produced
an accident-assessment strategy (known as System-Theoretic Accident
Model and Processes, STAMP)33 and hazard assessment (System-Theoretic
Process Analysis, STPA, which is based on STAMP).34 Recently, an STPA
analysis was performed on the Stuxnet cyberattack to assess vulnerabilities
in Iranian centrifuges.35
Distinguishing between the three

Although there are clear distinctions between reliability, safety, and maintainability, the three have been and remain intertwined. It would be misleading to
say that cybersecurity is not concerned with reliability. Furthermore, the definitions and language used within the fields have been fluid. For example, a
conference paper from the 1978 National Computer Conference on cybersecurity defined “security” as “confidentiality” and “integrity,” but also lists
“reliability, availability and recovery” as a component of “defensiveness.”36 In
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the 2018 handbook on information security provided by the U.S. National
Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST), “availability” is defined as
“ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information.”37
In this paper, however, reliability and availability will be separated
into two distinct categories. Certain pressures, such as production schedules or lack of funding for prolonged testing, can lead to situations
where the reliability and availability of a product can be in conflict.
Recognition of the dangers of large, complex systems, whose faults can
occur due to emergent properties beyond the failure of a single component,
is also present within the discussions of security and dependability. For
example, discussions on system theory have been included in textbooks on
dependability in software engineering.38 The overlap between the fields is
also evident in documents produced by the U.S. government. For example,
a NIST special publication on security engineering for systems, which
adopts a systems theory approach, talks exclusively about cyber threats to
critical infrastructure in its forward.39
Conflicting priorities within the U.S. nuclear ICBMs

To analyze how the principles of dependable and secure computing are
addressed within the U.S. nuclear weapon system, the security of the
land-based ICBM force is discussed. This leg of the U.S. nuclear triad
consists of 400 nuclear warheads each deployed inside land-based
ICBMs.40 These ICBMs reside in hardened missile silos, which are controlled by a network of launch control centers. On average, each center is
in direct, or primary control of about 10 missiles. A secondary launch
control center monitors the commands sent by the primary center.41
Inside the ICBMs is a missile guidance computer, which directs the
nuclear-armed missile to its intended target.42 Multiple target locations
determined by the U.S. nuclear war plan are stored inside each missile’s
guidance computer.43 To launch a nuclear missile, control centers specify
both a target location and an execution order to launch a nuclear attack,
by either selecting one of the pre-stored options or manually entering different information.44
Assessing the cybersecurity of the U.S. ICBM force using the previously
described principles is a challenging process because of the confidential
nature of such systems. However, one can indirectly assess this by examining measures of general security, if there is a clear indication that such factors have been accounted for. That being said, there are differences
between physical- and cyber-security measures and the incorporation of
security measures in the physical realm should not be taken as confirmation of these principles in the cyber realm.
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Availability: United States ensures that its ICBMs always remain available through redundant measures. For example, presidential launch
orders can be communicated to the launch control centers via different
telephone, satellite, and radio networks. Launch control centers can
establish communication with an entire squadron of fifty ICBMs so that
if one control center fails, another can control its missiles.45
Reliability: In addition to missile test launches conducted at
Vandenburg Air Force Base, U.S. ICBMs undergo operational testing
while deployed in their silos. These tests include simulated electronic
launches, which test the electronics necessary to initiate a missile launch
up until the point of ignition, and tests of the software used inside the
launch control centers to command the missiles.46
Safety: The United States targets its ICBMs into the ocean as a safety
measure, which is said to “ensure that in the very unlikely event of an
accidental launch [U.S. missiles] could not and would not strike another
nation.”47 This policy has been described as “little more than public
relations,” because “[with remote retargeting capabilities] switching
from ocean targeting to wartime targeting is like changing television
channels.”48 Safety against accidental launches is not the same, however,
as safety against the deliberate and possibly unauthorized launch.
Integrity: many unique authorization codes are needed to arm, target,
and launch U.S. ICBMs. Those inside the launch control centers do not
have access to all the codes needed to launch the missiles under their
watch. The presidential authorization code is allegedly only contained in
physical form and is not stored on a computer.49
Confidentiality: details about the susceptibility of U.S. ICBMs to cyberattacks remain classified.50
Maintainability: of the six principles, maintainability is the most challenging for the U.S. ICBM force, because it can reduce the number of
missiles available to target certain locations. Maintenance occurs on a
tight schedule, with upgrades and testing planned weeks to months in
advance.51 During maintenance, missiles require higher degrees of
safety, such as activation of additional pins or manual switching to prevent it from being launched.52 As a result, the target of the missile
could be reassigned to another missile if it considered a high priority.
To do this, “maintenance scheduling determines the total number of
days required [for the procedure] and requests relief from priority
assignments … ” This request is forwarded up the chain to U.S. Strategic
Command. “Typically, these scheduled actions occur 45 days prior to
the needed targeting [change]. The ICBM Strike Team then begins
building a monthly targeting package for the entire ICBM fleet” of all
these monthly requests.53
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There are conflicts between these principles. For example, the United
States could use additional physical launch-inhibiting methods only
employed during maintenance procedures on a daily basis to increase the
safety of its ICBM force.54 These procedures, however, would need to be
manually deactivated by a maintenance team in each deployed missile
before any of the missiles could be launched. Because missiles are stored in
dispersed locations typically without crewmembers onsite, this task would
take minutes to hours to achieve, depending on the available manpower.
This would change the missile launch availability: again, safety and availability conflict.
Dealing with faults within the nuclear arsenal

The handling of faults within computer systems is another aspect of
dependable computing. Because these errors cannot be completely eliminated, organizations should have procedures to mitigate their danger. Yet
the history of faults within the U.S. nuclear arsenal demonstrates that more
attention should be paid to these aspects of cybersecurity. As in the last
section, this analysis focuses on the U.S. ICBM force. Without the ability to
successfully prevent, tolerate, and forecast faults, the dependability in the
ICBM force could degrade due to minor malfunctions in hardware
or software.
The computer science industry and academic experts suggest that an
organization must have procedures to deal with faults within a computer
system to keep the system secure.55 These can be separated into three categories. First, an organization should have procedures in place to prevent
faults from happening. These could include debugging during the initial
design and testing phase for new software or hardware. Second, faults in
one subsystem should not bring system-wide failure. This can be accomplished by building redundant paths or isolating certain subsystems to keep
a fault from infecting the entire system. Third, organizations should be able
to predict how many faults remain in their system. Models exist for quantitative error-prediction in software and hardware. These models depend on
various characteristics of the software or hardware, such as lines of code or
its complexity, and can be verified against data from system testing.
One example illustrates the ICBM’s force inability to both prevent and
tolerate faults. Launch control center is normally in constant communication with nuclear missiles. On 23 October 2010, all five launch control centers at Warren Air Force Base in Wyoming lost communications with all
fifty nuclear missiles in their purview.56 Even if orders, such as target
changes, are not being sent by the launch control centers, the missiles must
constantly report their status and check-in with the launch control centers.
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During the 2010 incident, this communication channel was jammed; the
launch control centers could only observe “down” status from the missiles
themselves. Remote cameras used for silo security revealed that the missiles
had not been launched, but for a little under an hour the launch control
centers struggled to regain control and communications.
One analysis of the incident traced the fault to the displacement of a single
circuit card within one of the computers responsible for monitoring the nuclear
missiles inside one of the launch control centers.57 Launch control centers routinely establish communication with each other in a round-robin fashion.
When the circuit card was not seated properly, however, it jammed this communication channel, effectively paralyzing all connected launch control centers.
As a result, the squadron lost communication and control with its
nuclear missiles.
This incident has been described as more than just a loss in communications but also a degradation in nuclear command and control.58 During the
time when communications the launch control centers were severed, the
missiles could have responded to launch orders received via radio antenna.
This redundant communication method is used by the Airborne Launch
Control System (ALCS),59 which is an airplane-based launch control center
used by the Air Force to launch nuclear land-based missiles if the control
centers on the ground are incapacitated. During normal operations, the
ground-based launch control centers continuously inhibit commands from
the ALCS.60 The launch control centers were unable to provide these crucial inhibit commands during the 2010 incident. If someone had successfully replicated and broadcasted the launch command used by the ALCS,
there would have been nothing the launch control centers could have done
to prevent it.
Even more troubling was the fact that this incident could have been
prevented. The official report about the 2010 incident mentioned an incident in 1998 where similar communications problems were traced to a
different loose circuit card in the same type of launch control center
computer system.61 The 1998 report recommended modifications to the
installation procedure for the circuit cards and an investigation into
potential hardware modifications are proposed.62 According to the 2010
report, “Some of the recommendations coming out of the 1998 incidents
were never implemented and may have been successful in preventing or
at least mitigating the severity and duration of this event.”63 In 2011, the
Air Force spent over $10 million to implement hardware to detect jamming of this launch control center communication line, update operations software, and to add “mechanical insertion/inspection hardware
necessary to ensure cards are properly installed and remain
fully seated.”64
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This incident illustrates that the Air Force experiences serious faults
within the ICBM force and struggles to prevent their occurrence. It is perhaps unrealistic to expect that no problems should or could occur within
the U.S. nuclear weapons arsenal. These problems, however, should not
lead to degradation the command and control of nuclear forces.
Furthermore, known vulnerabilities should be fixed.
Finally, methods for fault prediction used to assess reliability in the
nuclear arsenal lag industry best practices and have led to newer systems
being fielded with faults. A study by the National Research Council on reliability in defense applications critiqued established military reliability practices. Their report stated that the DoD had allowed contractors to rely on
identifying failures by primarily testing new systems after the design phase.
According to the report, “fixes incorporated late in development often
cause problems in interfaces, because of a failure to identify all the effects
of a design change, with the result that the fielded system requires greater
amounts of maintenance and repair.”65 The report went on to recommend
eliminating entirely the military’s current method for assessing failure rates,
because of its “fail[ure] to accurately predict electronic component reliabilities, as has been shown by a number of careful studies, including on
defense systems … .[and] poor ranking of the predicted reliabilities of the
defense systems in development.”66
A specific example of poor fault prediction within the nuclear arsenal
can be found in the 2015 operational testing for the Family of Advanced
Beyond Line-of-Sight Terminals (FAB-T).67 The FAB-T are a series of
ground and aircraft computer terminals that interface with military satellite
communication systems for disseminating nuclear and non-nuclear war
plans.68 Operational testing identified problems in the reliability models
used by the FAB-T program to predict faults in the system. As a result,
substantial problems were traced back to the hardware and software of the
terminals. These problems were great enough that nuclear emergency messages sent and received over the FAB-T “were either not received or contained corrupted content. Missing or inaccurate reproduction of the
original message can cause significant problems in the command and control of nuclear assets during operations.”69 Problems were also noted in the
analysis used by the program manager to predict the remaining faults in
the FAB-T system. Testers recommended updating these prediction methods to guide testing. The operational testing report from the following year
found that while the reliability prediction methods had improved, failures
in the system prevented realistic testing and, therefore, realistic data for the
models was not available.70
These incidents are prescient during the United States’ planned nuclear
modernization. These incidents make it likely that similar problems will
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exist within the U.S. nuclear arsenal. Explicitly, the United States could
field nuclear systems with many errors that it would then struggle to find
and correct.
Potential threats and vulnerabilities

Based on current operational priorities, this section broadly outlines areas
where vulnerabilities may be introduced. Vulnerabilities are discussed from
a high-level perspective. This approach may be more valuable than a list of
specific technical deficiencies, because it may indicate where future attention needs to be paid, instead of tallying a current state of the system.
Furthermore, from this list of vulnerabilities, no one plan would give an
attacker the ability to retarget said missile and launch a U.S. ICBM. That
this remains opaque is certainly an attribute of not just the high level of
secrecy around such systems but also the layered approach to security.
However, these vulnerabilities could allow attackers to obtain significant
data or information on U.S. ICBM operations, which would be the first
step in a sophisticated cyberattack. These barriers are greatly reduced if
attackers are aided by people working inside the U.S. ICBM force,71 who
may or may not be aware of their participation in the attack (i.e., malicious
or inadvertent cyber insiders).72
Connections can penetrate air gaps

The trend in weapons systems of all types is to increase networking and
add functionality. Much of this change is enabled by computers. Many of
these systems are “air-gapped” or physically isolated from the Internet. For
many years, this was considered enough, but more recently there is recognition that air gapping alone is insufficient against many cyberattacks.
Illustrating this threat, certain malware programs can cause air-gapped
computers to leak classified information through the acoustic signals created by the infected computer’s internal cooling fans.73 Viruses have also
infected air-gapped U.S. military networks. In 2008, a computer virus
known as the agent.btz worm was discovered on both secret and top-secret
military computer networks within the Pentagon. According to U.S. military officials, this infection was likely due to an authorized user inserting
an infected universal serial bus (USB) into a computer connected to the
classified networks, which is technically prohibited. To remove the worm
from the classified networks, the Pentagon banned USB drives on all networks for over a year.74
Air-gapped computers have also been the targets of sophisticated government cyberattacks. In 2010, the notorious Stuxnet virus was discovered. It
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was allegedly developed by the Israeli and U.S. governments to disrupt centrifuge machines in the Iranian Nantaz uranium enrichment facility.75 As
of 2013, United States had not fully verified that the computer networks
associated with its nuclear weapons system were resilient to similar
threats.76 A more recent report in 2017 advocates for “an annual assessment of the cyber resilience of the U.S. nuclear deterrent … against a top
tier cyber threat.”77
Today, there is a recognition that air gaps are far from sufficient in protecting military weapons systems. From a report on weapons systems
cybersecurity from the U.S. GAO, “any exchange of information is a potential access point for an adversary. Even “air-gapped” systems that do not
directly connect to the Internet for security reasons could potentially be
accessed by other means, such as USB devices and compact discs (CD).
Weapon systems have a wide variety of interfaces, some of which are not
obvious, that could be used as pathways for adversaries to access the systems”78 As has been said before, the report did not mention any specific
weapon, later news reports confirmed that nuclear systems were included.79
One such pathway into the U.S. nuclear ICBM arsenal is through nuclear
early warning systems, such as the Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS).
The SBIRS is a series of satellites and ground-based support systems that
detect missile launches and nuclear detonations using a series of infrared
sensors.80 SBIRS relies on software algorithms to take data from the various
satellites in the SBIRS constellation and construct object trajectories that
provide the starting location and point of impact of an identified object.81
If the object is identified as a ballistic missile, targeted at the United States,
policies are in place to initiate a U.S. nuclear retaliatory attack before the
missile arrives.82
This policy places a large amount of stress on the sensors, algorithms,
computers, and people that comprise SBIRS. As a result of this policy, the
time for deciding whether objects detected by SBIRS are false alarms, inherent software problems, or a malicious cyberattack is severely constrained.
SBIRS detects multiple infrared events per day, the majority of which are
false alarms. According to SBIRS ground controllers, of the 8,000 annual
infrared “events,” only 200 can be assigned to missile launches.83 In addition to false alarms, SBIRS has had numerous software and cybersecurity
issues during its development and fielding.84 Most of the information produced from operational testing of the SBIRS remains classified, but documentation released in 2016 revealed that cybersecurity concerns were found
and that vulnerability assessments and penetration tests have never been
completed.85 Based on this limited information, significant questions
should be raised regarding the susceptibility of the SBIRS system to
cyber-attacks.
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The vulnerability of legacy systems

Another potentially overlooked vulnerability to the U.S. nuclear weapons,
such as those on ICBMs, could arise due to their reliance on older technology. Much of the nuclear arsenal relies upon legacy equipment. For
example, a 2016 report from the U.S. GAO reported that the nuclear
arsenal currently uses information technology that is over 50-years-old.
Many of the technologies, which included 8-inch floppy disks, are now
obsolete and increasingly hard to replace. The report said that the DoD
planned to replace the system by the end of fiscal year 2017.86
According to military officials, the security benefits of using legacy
equipment outweighs the inconvenience of using outdated technology. On
numerous occasions, generals in charge of the nuclear arsenal or associated
with its modernization have made claims about its security based on its
age. According to these military officials, cybersecurity problems do not
affect the nuclear arsenal: floppy discs cannot be hacked and systems in the
arsenal lack modern connectivity.87 When incidents occur within the
nuclear arsenal, this narrative is also repeated to the media and public: “old
machines offer almost maximum cybersecurity by virtue of their age.”88
The age of a component is not related to its resiliency to cyber-attacks,
and this includes floppy drives of all sizes.89 Certain factors make hacking
via floppy drive more challenging, but none of these challenges rise to the
level of making such an attack impossible. Floppy drives are harder to procure and have less storage space than more common devices, such as CDs
and USB drives. The limited storage capability of floppy discs restricts the
size and potentially the sophistication of the code in the malicious attack,
while also making the malicious code easier to detect because it cannot be
hidden amongst other files and programs. Unlike CDs and USBs, computers do not automatically recognize and run programs found on floppy
drives, making them a less effective way to spread malware.90 These
obstacles, however, are not insurmountable. The first case of ransomware
was distributed via floppy drive in 1989.91 Furthermore, the size of malware
viruses has remained relatively constant over time and could easily fit on a
floppy drive.92
Moreover, legacy systems can strain dependability and security. Certain
system standards might not have been required when the equipment was
initially installed, and it may not be clear how to assess older equipment
against these new standards. Organizations, such as NASA, have attempted
to assess the risk associated with the continued use of antiquated technologies in current environments.93 Software security experts have pointed out
that newer devices connected to older networks with insufficient security
lead to hackers gaining access to older networks with relative ease. Older
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networks were not designed to protect against current and evolving threats.94
Agencies responsible for testing military equipment operations have also
discussed the security vulnerabilities introduced by legacy equipment.
While such reports contain little details on the testing performed on
nuclear systems, their statements on the limited testing of the cybersecurity
of legacy systems are certainly relevant. Recent reports reveal that
“preliminary assessments of systems and networks that had been developed
and fielded several decades ago, and which were widely believed to be safe
from current-era cyber-attacks … identified technology updates that were
not part of the original design or security plan and which could provide
avenues for a cyber-attack.”95 Clearly, legacy equipment is not, by definition, secure and overlooking such concerns can lead to significant
vulnerabilities.

Switch to COTS components

Modernization also increases the probability that commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) products will be used in the command and control system. COTS
components are typically less expensive, offer improved functionality and
availability, and require less testing and resources over components built
from scratch. Using products developed in-house and COTS products present security concerns, but each type presents a set of unique concerns.
Because the nuclear arsenal has traditionally relied on products designed
in-house, problems could arise as COTS equipment is incorporated.
The computer industry has warned about the use of COTS components
in safety-critical applications.96 Because COTS components typically lack
documentation on the design or safety standards used to produce them,
incorporating them into safety-critical application designs is risky. Even if
documentation exists, the design or safety standards might not be applicable if the device is used outside of the design conditions specified by the
manufacturer. COTS products can also require periodic maintenance or
updates from the supplier, which may conflict with the operation of safetycritical systems.
The ongoing globalization of the supply chain for COTS computer components also makes it harder to ensure their security. Today’s computer
components are often designed, fabricated, and assembled in different
countries. Even if a country has set up in-house fabrication facilities, it is
likely that these will use parts or machinery produced elsewhere. Using
equipment from multiple countries increases the possibility that malicious
design features or hardware components might be covertly embedded into
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devices. Once they have been built in, these covert features are almost
impossible to detect.97
An example of how the U.S. DoD is struggling with the changes necessitated
by COTS equipment, a heavily redacted 2018 report from the U.S. DoD’s
Office of the Inspector General found that multiple programs overseen by the
Air Force Space Command could contain supply chain vulnerabilities. Certain
procedures for mitigating supply chain risk were not followed in three programs listed by the report. Of the three programs named, two participate in
either nuclear early warning and or command and control: the SBIRS and the
FAB-T, which are a series of ground and mobile terminals that provide
nuclear-survivable communications. “As a result, an adversary has the opportunity to infiltrate the Air Force Space Command supply chain and sabotage,
maliciously introduce an unwanted function, or otherwise compromise the
design or integrity of the critical hardware, software, and firmware.”98
The cybersecurity of the nuclear arsenal is also challenged by the lifecycle
of modern computer components, which require more frequent updates
and replacement. For computer systems used in everyday life, these updates
are an inconvenience, but most people realize that undertaking these routine updates offers an improved defense against malware and viruses.
Weapon systems are different and incorporating such updates in a timely
fashion might be difficult because of various constraints. For example, U.S.
nuclear missiles are expected to be in continuous use and, as a result, missile maintenance requires prior approval by higher authority.99 As a result,

Figure 2. A schematic of potential vulnerabilities discussed in this paper.
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known vulnerabilities will likely persist much longer in weapon systems
than in other systems that can be updated more frequently.
These known vulnerabilities, summarized in Figure 2, will continue to
compromise security. The WannaCry ransomware attack, which crippled
the British National Health Services, illustrated the dangers of infrequent
software updates. The attack used a vulnerability that affected systems that
had not been updated with the most recent Microsoft patch.100
Each task is challenging, and the U.S. DoD is certainly not the only
organization to be challenged by them. Clearly, a degree of risk lies with
any technology within the U.S. nuclear arsenal. Reducing this risk, therefore, requires more than just a technical solution.
Policy choices increase the danger of cybersecurity problems

United States’ nuclear weapons policy exacerbates baseline cybersecurity
vulnerabilities and those caused by modernization. The stated policy of the
United States is that the President can launch nuclear weapons against
another country if data from the U.S. early warning system identifies an
incoming attack. The launch can be commanded before the arrival of
attacking missiles, within a few minutes of notification from the early
warning system. The guarantee of retaliation, in theory, decreases the value
of a hypothetical first strike.
To comply with the short window for decision-making that is required
for rapid launch, the United States configures its nuclear forces for quick
use. This policy, however, increases the risk of accidental or inadvertent
launch. For example, storing nuclear warheads inside missiles that are
fueled with combustible materials leads to the potential for accidental
explosions.101 An accidental leak of liquid propellant from a U.S. ICBM in
1980 led to an explosion that ejected parts of the missile and nuclear warhead from their reinforced silo.102 Even though nuclear warhead did not
detonate, this example illustrates the dangers of storing nuclear warheads
with their delivery vehicles.
The potential for inadvertent or accidental nuclear war due to computer
malfunction is not necessarily new; earlier generations of computerized systems have brought the United States close to the brink of launching nuclear
weapons. On 3 June 1980, a computer screen in a command post of the
U.S. Strategic Air Command indicated an incoming Soviet-launched ballistic missile, with more missiles appearing within a few seconds.103 Bomber
pilots were notified to start their engines on the tarmac and U.S. ICBMs
were prepared for launch. Fortunately, people realized that something was
amiss because the number of incoming missiles fluctuated wildly with no
clear pattern of attack. The spurious signals were dismissed in a threat
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assessment conference, and the nuclear bombers and missiles were dealerted. An investigation revealed that a computer chip failure had led to
the erroneous readings.104 However, if the spuriousness of the warning had
not been realized within the roughly 30 minutes it takes for a missile to fly
from the Soviet Union to the United States, the U.S. President might have
decided to launch missiles at the Soviet Union.
Today, the strain on early warning systems due to false alarms has only
increased. Ballistic missile technology continues to proliferate to new countries, even if they do not possess nuclear weapons. “Every day, [early-warning detection] events occur, often involving civilian or military missile
launches, that require a look by the early-warning crews at [various] Air
Force bases.”105 As stated before, numbers from just one early-warning system, the SBIRS, state that there are roughly 8,000 detection events annually;
only 200 correspond to actual missile launches.106 For each of these, earlywarning ground crews have less than five minutes to determine if the event
will be reported to higher command. Even though there are many steps
between event detection and notification of the president,107 there have
been cases where the U.S. president has been notified of an “ambiguous
imminent threat.”108
Conclusion

This paper identifies growing cybersecurity concerns that many nuclear
arsenals will face based on issues that have occurred in the past two decades, after the end of the Cold War era. These concerns will only increase
as modernization programs continue. Using the United States again as an
example, some organizations might need to revisit their priorities and
reassess how well each system addresses best-practice cybersecurity principles. Evidence indicates that the U.S. ICBM force is not well structured to
mitigate certain future cybersecurity threats.
When countries structure their nuclear command and control systems to
comply with the short decision-making times necessary for launch on
warning policies, they create systems that have alarming low margins of
error. Storing nuclear warheads mated with their delivery vehicles, such as
land-based missiles, significantly increases the risk that a problem within
either system could lead to a nuclear detonation. These policies increase
the risk that small errors could lead to an inadvertent nuclear war. The fact
that the U.S. ICBM force can be launched, without the possibility of recall,
after receiving launch orders that are less than 200 characters long contributes to this risk.109 United States has put alerts into effect, readying
nuclear-armed bombers and missiles for launch, before messages from its
early warning system can be fully verified.
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Cases already exist of errors within the U.S. and Russian nuclear systems.
As more digital components are built into the nuclear command and control network and the weapons themselves, the potential for problems similar to the above example will increase. New problems will also present
themselves as more components become digital or older components are
modernized. Computer components introduce more uncertainty into the
already complex task of controlling and directing nuclear forces. When
combined with the short timescales for decision making put into place by
launch on warning policies, problems introduced by digital components
could lead to unpredictable accidents with catastrophic consequences.110
Knowing that modern technology increases the risk of errors, it is important to take steps to ensure that these malfunctions do not lead to catastrophic failure. Eliminating these policies is one step that could reduce the
lethality of computer failures in nuclear command and control.
Without access to classified data, it is difficult to prescribe specific steps
that can increase the overall safety of the system. However, one can argue
that general measures to enhance safety, even if it comes at the cost of
availability, are desirable from the viewpoint of reducing the chances of
accidental or inadvertent nuclear weapons use.
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